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Technical Data Sheet
NFA:

GS-ISO, GS-OC6, GS-OEH; Custom made for laboratory use

Remark:

Tandem OPV, PCE>20%

Chemical Structure:
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Organic Nano Electronic(ONE=1) Materials, reproducibility matters
Appearance

Dark solid

Purity

99+%

Availability

On demand

Reference

https://doi.org/10.1039/D0QM00633E

1-Material is dedicated to provide the material according to customer’s needs, and some material we promoted may be solely offered
to certain customers for their specific needs in their research and development projects on a custom synthesis basis or on a contract
research basis. All the material is offered as it is, along with the information and technical advice-where verbal, in writing or by way
of trials-are given in good faith and are believed to be accurate but without warranty since the conditions of use are beyond the control
of 1-Material, and this also applies where proprietary rights of third parties are involved. For the condition and term of our offer and
service, please consult the disclaimer in our web: www.1-material.com
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References Data Selection

Other Selected Materials

Other Selected Materials
Common name

1M code

CAS No.

eC9

BTP-eC9

2598965-39-8

PM6, PBDB-T-2F, PBDB-TF

OS0135, PCE135

1802013-83-7

PFN, PFN-P1

OS0743, PFN-P1

673474-74-3

PDINN

CIM0011, BDMAPAP-PDI

1020180-01-1

PDINO, PDI-NO

OS0861

1558023-86-1
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A High-Performance Nonfused Wide-Bandgap Acceptor for Versatile Photovoltaic Applications
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